
SomInaClust ref SomInaClust reference method

Description

SomInaClust ref calculates the reference files to be used as input files for SomInaClust det.

Usage

SomInaClust_ref(maf, database = c("TCGA", "COSMIC"),

expected_mis_non_sil = c(392, 23, 134), save_new_maf = TRUE,

convert_cosmic_to_tcga = FALSE, convert_genenames_to_HGNC = TRUE,

calculate_CDS = FALSE,

convert_cosmic_tcga_input = converttable_mutation_cosmic_tcga,

convert_genenames_HGNC_input = converttable_genenames_HGNC,

save_location = getwd(), filename = "SomInaClust_ref.txt", n_cores = NA)

Arguments

maf mutation file in mutation annotation format.

database character string that specifies the maf file format. Must be one of "TCGA"
or "COSMIC"

expected mis non sil

numeric vector that describes the expected proportion of missense, non-
sense and silent mutations. Default c(392,23,134).

save new maf logical value indicating whether the the processed maf files should be
saved. Default is TRUE. By saving and reusing these maf files instead of
the original, additional analyses will be significantly faster.

convert cosmic to tcga

logical value indicating whether maf from Cosmic (database is "COSMIC")
should be converted to TCGA format. Default is FALSE.

convert genenames to HGNC

logical value indicating whether genenames should be checked and if nec-
essary converted to currently approved HGNC symbols. Default is TRUE.

calculate CDS logical value indicating whether the CDS mutation position should be
calculated. Default is FALSE.

convert cosmic tcga input

data frame that contains the information to convert mutation types from
Cosmic to TCGA. By default, the predefined object converttable mutation cosmic tcga

is used.
convert genenames HGNC input

data frame that contains the information to convert gene names to ap-
proved HGNC symbols. By default, the precalculated object converttable genenames HGNC

is used.

save location the working directory where the file should be saved. Defaults to current
working directory.

filename character string that specifies the name of the output file. Default is
SomInaClust results.txt.
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n cores numeric value indicating the number of cores to be used. It is advised
to use as much cores as possible to increase processing speed. Defaults
to one less than the available number of cores. The check the available
number use detectCores

Value

SomInaClust ref returns the reference files to be used as input files for SomInaClust det.
The following (reference) files are saved to the specified directory (for the default filename):

SomInaClust ref log.txt Log file that contains the following information:

Date and time information of the analysis.

�� The parameter settings.

� The different steps followed by SomInaClust ref.

� All the files that are generated.

� The number of genes that were analyzed and the progress of the analysis. This
information is useful to estimate the remaining time during of an analysis.

SomInaClust ref clusters.txt Reference file that contains the information of the mutation
cluster as specified by ref v71 clusters.

SomInaClust ref CDSlength.txt Reference file that contains the information of the CDS
length as specified by ref v71 CDSlength.

SomInaClust ref corr factors.txt Reference file that contains the information of the back-
ground correction factors as specified by ref v71 corr.

Processed maf files Depending on the parameter settings the additional maf files are
returned. It is advised to use these maf files, rather than the original one, for
additional analysis to enhance the processing speed.

maf filename CDS is the original maf file with a column added containing the
CDS (numeric) position of the mutation. Created when calculate CDS is TRUE.

�� maf filename HGNC is the original maf file with the genenames converted to
HGNC genenames. Created when convert genenames to HGNC is TRUE.

� maf filename converted is the original Cosmic maf file in TCGA format. Created
when convert cosmic to tcga is TRUE.

Examples

# First download a mutation reference database in maf format. The provided files are calculated from the Cosmic database v71.

# Open these files (cosmic_filename specifies the path and the name of the downloaded file)

cosmic<-read.table(cosmic_filename, header=TRUE, sep='\t', row.names=NULL,

stringsAsFactors=FALSE, quote='')

# Run SomInaClust_ref on this file (this may take a while, depending on the

# size of the reference database and the number of conversions to be done.

# You can follow the progress in the log file.)

SomInaClust_ref(

maf=cosmic,

database='COSMIC',

convert_cosmic_to_tcga=TRUE,

convert_genenames_to_HGNC=TRUE,

calculate_CDS=TRUE,

convert_cosmic_tcga_input=converttable_mutation_cosmic_tcga,

convert_genenames_HGNC_input=converttable_genenames_HGNC,

filename="SomInaClust_ref.txt")
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# All files are saved in the corrent working directory.

# For additional analysis the new maf file can be used and calculate_CDS,

# convert_cosmic_to_tcga and convert_genenames_to_HGNC can all be put FALSE.
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